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Editorial
The topic of the forthcoming
Congress, In a State of Transference –
Wild, Political, Psychoanalytical, has
set to work a large number of cartels
throughout the wide NLS territory
– cartels Towards the Congress, or
Flash-Cartels relying on the function
of haste.
This issue displays an array of the
cartels’ productions that we received,
and they give us a flavor of the
Congress event to come.
Nelson Feldman (Geneva) addresses
the issue of wild transference, from an
analysand’s testimony. His paper,
Les dérives du transfert: “Sauver
Masud Khan”, shows the effects on
the cure of a transference that is acted
upon, without being elaborated or
interpreted.
Zully Flomenbaum (Jerusalem)
worked in a cartel on a question that
emerged during supervision regarding
love’s craftiness in the transference.
How to deal with this dimension of
deception, between the imaginary facet
of transference love and the real aspect
of the analyst’s presence?
Veroniki Patia (Thessaloniki), under
the title Transference and Object a,
brings up the topic of psychoanalytic
transference from Plato’s Symposium

and the distinction made between
erastes and éroménos, the lover and
the loved one, which led Lacan to define
love as a substitution of the éroménos
by the erastès function.
Malka Shein (Tel Aviv), in Two
Comments on a Cartel, talks about a
cartel born in a Clinical Section, which
thereafter got detached from it, so as to
be orientated towards the School.
This allowed a passage from
transference-work to worktransference.
Sophie Steininger (Vienna) refers
to the legal formula, By virtue of the
authority invested in me for testifying
about her early stages as an analyst in
an institution. But it is “the grace of the
analysand” (Lacan) which sets her up
as subject supposed to know, allowing
the transference’s initiation.
Markus Zöchmeister (Vienna)
wonders, Que sais-je de mon transfert,
en tant qu’analysant ? He puts forward
that transference spreads out starting
from two impossibilities of knowing,
on the side of both analysand and
analyst.
Enjoy your reading and see you soon
in Paris!
Frank Rollier
NLS Cartels Delegate
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